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About This Game

The House in Fata Morgana: A Requiem for Innocence

A young girl, whose blood is claimed to have miraculous healing powers, kneels battered and beaten before the lord of the land.
In the village where she was born, she was worshiped as the daughter of God. And now, the lord holds his sword high in the air,

moments away from beheading her.

"You're a damned witch wearing a saint's skin!"

But before he can swing his blade down, a young man interferes, saving the girl.

So begins the first "happy" chapter of the young girl's life.
And so begins the first act of a tragedy that would come to span nearly a millennium.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista and newer

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: 800x600

DirectX: Version 9.0
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Would be scary if graphics were somewhat more convincing.... I bought it for the achievements and that's it. But out of boredom
I realized... this actually really fun. Now, it's buggy sometimes but not in a bad way. And the puzzles are actually pretty creative.
Good job,

PS: While I would love my own achievement the process looks intimidating and I'm not a LV10 yet, so I can't showcase
anyways.. This is a port from a mobile game, and a bad one at that. It literally crashes every single time I play it. I had to keep
going back into it just to suffer through 5 minutes of gameplay just to leave a comment.. The Dope Game is dope

I like the art for some reason too gj CoaguCo. Grey Goo is a RTS throback to the good old days of Command and Conquer,
before the Starcraft 2 juggernaut made RTS games APM twitchfests with only THE PRO WAY to play the game!!!!!!

Petroglyph games, made up of former Westwood developers, has managed to find a way to make old fashioned RTS games fun
again, along with attempting to shake up the standard RTS forumla along the way.

First, this game's campaing is quite good for an RTS. 3 campaigns, each with five mission, lasting about 7.5 hours total make
this game fun to play by yourself. The story is intersting to see unfold, and the cutscenese and voice acting are superb. The
soundtrack is done by Frank Klepacki, who did the soundtrack for C&C games and Universe at War, another Petroglyph game.
The three factions are the Beta, a race of 4 armed humanoids with walking tanks and conventional weapons, the Human, whose
units are dominated by hovering drones with plasma guns, and the Goo, a "race" of Von Neuman machines who don't build
bases, as thier "base" is a giant goo blob called a Mother Goo than can spawn factories on resource nodeds and can split once it
harvests enough resources. Each faction plays differently than the others. The Beta can build base nodes anywhere, but base
expansion is limited by the size of the node. Humans are locked to one base, but the base is expandable by power conduits, and
the Goo simply use mobile Mother Goos as HQs.

Second, this game comes equipped with an offline skirmish mode where you can practice against the AI.

Third, Grey Goo's PvP online allows you to go 1v1 or 2v2, and allows for AI vs. Human matches.

Ranked matches are matched via skill, whichhelps to avoid newbies getting constantly annahilated by more experinced players.
No Replay mode ATM, but it is on the way.
This game comes with a map editor, so the 8 maps that are included in the game are not the end.

Overall, Grey Goo is well worth the asking price if you are any kind of RTS fan. If you are unsure, check out some Youtube
videos and Steam reviews, as no demo is currently out.. I played it for about half an hour and got bored, the other reviews are
somewhat suspicious to say the least, only one of them had played the game for more than an hour
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this version does not allow you to use a dj controller and is limited in otherways as well.
do not buy this unles you like trying to get everything done with a mouse, just save up for vdj pro

this was a waste of time and i wish i had not bought it

is it possible to get a refund?. Awesome game to fight your friends, either local or online.

It got some nice updates to Halloween with new maps and game modes, and I'm looking forward to future updates!

Yet I'd love some spawn/color rotation or a team mode.. I WAS going to do an Einlanzer review first, but I guess I'll have to
settle for this instead. What can i say about this game? This is RPGMaker, and it is fairly good, the music and dungeons are a bit
repetitive, but this game feels a bit lackluster.

For some reason it feels like this is half a game, despite the story being relatively well written. My main reasoning for this is that
I'm used to in RPGMaker games you to be around lv 50-70 when you reach the finale. In this game you are lv 30 if you do
EVERYTHING. It feels short in that regard.

But I admit it was a good story, except for the final act which was kind of cliche. I will admit there were SEVERAL points
before the finale that had me laughing at the seams, but the finale was a bit lackluster. But not a terrible game by any stretch of
the mind.. This game makes my keyboard usb port shut off whenever it feels like it.. "Deep Ones" is not a game for everyone.
Heck, it's not even an especially *good* game. But, I believe that's the point. This is love letter to the clunky platformers
produced by Apogee and id that once dominated PC gaming. "Deep Ones" is a strange throwback to the best of the mediocre
games for DOS, Mac-OS, Windows and Linux. It's a nostalgia bomb for "The Oregon Trail Generation." And in that capacity, it
excels.. I have no doubt that I've gotten better at flying because of practicing this. The community racing is good but I wish there
was a bit more for "not-experts." Like monthly-based tiers or some qualification and you race in a bracket for points or
something like that.

Async based community racing, if you will. What they have allows you to "Race" but I know I'll never be number 1 on the
leader board. It'd be nice to artificially have that chance.

An XP system would also be nice.

As a game (core-gamer), I don't recommend this from that point of view. You'd lose interest it in pretty fast, but as a Drone sim,
I think it's quite good. It's certainly a good sim to learn on if you want to race as IRL as I think for better or worse DRL is
setting some standards here.

Is it the best Drone sim? Like, if you can only have one, would I recommend this over liftoff? I doubt it but it does depend on
"you" a bit. If you want to race the 6" DRL drones then this would better then Liftoff but if you are wanting a sim to practice
for IRL racing, you'll want Liftoff first (followed by this once you had funds).

That said, I do have to say here that I think the DRL sim's racing is better overall then Liftoff's but I go back-n-forth. I have
both, I recommend both to any learning pilot or aspiring racers and if you can only have one - "it depends".. Tons of fun making
good use of roomscale and motion controllers, with good crafting mechanics and well thought out progression.. Much like many
of my NES favorites, this is a great side scrolling shooter.
Decent music, retro style graphics, and a decent challenge level. Tons of games in this genre, but this is one I will likely leave
installed. Excellent time waster, and currently a bonus gift in the recent Groupees game bundle.

Drop on the bundle and get Ether Vapor as well. Have some Shmupping fun!. Positives:
+ Extremely straightforward platforming (the thinking part of your brain can relax, though your reflexes will be tested)
+ Each "world" has a unique gimmick for its levels.

Negatives:
- Annoying Flappybird-stlye areas where you have to spam jump extremely rapidly to avoid death from below, but jump even
slightly too fast and you get killed from above.
- Even the sides of spikes kill, despite not being sharp, it's fairly frustrating.
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Overall:
If you don't have money, or you're looking for a free game to play while waiting in queue for League of Legends, than sure I
recommend you play this for a while.
Otherwise, practically any game you own in your massive Steam library would be more fun and memorable than this one.. One
of the most entertaining games I've ever played.
Simple yet amazing concept, while a little rough around the edges this is done by two people and not a money hungry
corporation full of microtransactions.

I would recommend getting this game to everyone!
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